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The Hyundai i40 is now a very popular

choice with Irish car buyers and Blue

Print offers an extensive range of

replacement parts for this vehicle. The Blue

Print catalogue features more than 60

parts in for the i40, including steering and

suspension components, filters and clutch

kits.

Also featured in the range, and in

demand at present, is the ADG08207

Wheel Bearing Kit (OE ref 51720-38110)

for the Hyundai i40 from 2011 on. This is

a high stress component that can be prone

to failure especially due to potholes and

speed ramps. It can also be contaminated

by salt, grit and road debris.

Signs that the bearing has failed

include, rumbling and grinding noise,

imprecise steering and steering wheel

vibration. If a driver notices any of these

issues then the bearing should be

replaced. 

Other popular parts in the Blue Print

range to fit the i40 are:

• ADG074217C Air Mass/Flow Meter

• ADG03644 Clutch Slave Cylinder

• ADG072110 Crankshaft Sensor

• ADG07380 Timing Chain Kit 

A full listing of Blue Print parts
for the Hyundai i40 can be found at
ww.partsfinder.bilsteingroup.com.

Hyundai i40 wheel
bearing solution 

Question: We are having trouble diagnosing a

fault on a 2007 Citroen C6 2.7 HDi with an

increased engine idle speed. The vehicle came in

with the engine malfunction indicator lamp (MIL)

illuminated and several engine management

trouble codes stored. We have visually checked

the intake system for air leaks but have not

found the cause of the fault. Have you come

across this increased engine idle

speed fault before?

Answer: Yes, we are aware of an increased

engine idle speed fault and it affects Citroen C6

models with 2.7 HDi engine. The increased

engine idle speed fault, with trouble code

P0069, is due to the manifold absolute pressure

(MAP) sensor being faulty or contaminated with

dirt. Fit a new MAP sensor. Erase trouble codes

and check engine idle speed to ensure the fault

has been fixed. 

Citroen C6: Increased engine idle speed

Laser Tools has introduced two

specialist non-marring tool sets,

the Non-Marring Socket Inserts set

(part number 7463) and the Non-

Marring Wrench and Pry Bar set (part

number 7464).

With the Laser Non-Marring

Socket Insert set, Six inserts fit metric

fasteners from 8mm to 17mm and are

supplied with a snap-together metal

ring to keep them tidy. The user

chooses the correctly-sized insert and

slots it into the corresponding socket, for example, for a 13mm fastener,

the insert fits into a 17mm

socket.

The wrench and pry-bar

set includes a large and flexible

pry bar plus four double-ended

wrenches that usefully fit both

metric and imperial sizes: 6mm, 8mm, 10mm, 12mm, 13mm, 3/8",

7/16" and 1/2". The pry bar is ideal for removing interior trim panels,

headlight rims and hub caps. Supplied in a sturdy blow-mould case.

These tools are tough and robust, but will not mark or damage the

plated, anodised or painted finish.

These tool sets are available from your Laser Tools stockist
now.

Non-marring tool sets from Laser Tools

Diagnostic Solutions, the Irish

distributor of Brain Bee-Mahle, G-

Scan and Autologic diagnostic

equipment, has announced some very

important new additions to its product

range.

The latest addition to the Brian Bee

product line-up is the Connex diagnostic

system, complete with Bluetooth YCI. The

Connex system offers the technician guided

diagnostics, with ultra-quick processing, to make

problem identification a much faster and easier

process. The system features comprehensive

coverage on European vehicle marques, includes

automatic vehicle identification and also offers

access to useful tutorials. It is also ADAS ready

and is updated remotely through its WIFI

connection.      

Also new to range is the G-Scan 3, the very

latest generation of the very popular G-scan

diagnostic tool. G-scan 3 is more powerful and

offers even better coverage on European and

Asian vehicle makes, including OEM level

diagnostics on Hyundai and Kia models. The tool

features a built in Oscilloscope and is Pass-Thru

enabled. It also has automatic updates via WIFI,

with two years software updates free if ordered

before May 16th.

In its Autologic range, Diagnostic Solutions

has also introduced the latest Drive PRO

diagnostic software with flash programming and

coding capability, which is fully supported by the

Autologic team of master technicians.

Diagnostic solution has also announced

that it will soon be introducing a unique new

ADAS tool from Brian Bee. This will be a screen

based digital tool offering universal coverage

without the need for alignment boards.

Diagnostic Solutions offers full training
and technical back-up on all equipment. For
more information call 01-413-1330 or email
info@diagnosticsolutions.ie.

New generation
diagnostics




